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When hijacked airplanes slammed into the World Trade Center and the Pentagon

on September 11th, 2001 there was a prevailing sense that the world was facing an

entirely new challenge.  Instead of threats emanating from “rogue” states or a competing

superpower, the world now turned its attention toward non-state groups seeking to

advance their political agendas through violent means.  This type of threat, however, is

not new.  From pirates on the Barbary Coast to groups such as al-Qaeda today, violent

non-state actors have always posed serious obstacles to the interests of states.  However,

in a shrinking and increasingly interdependent world with greater access to lethal

weaponry and advanced communications technologies, these groups present an ever more

complex challenge to contemporary foreign policy decision-makers.  How policymakers

perceive these threats and subsequently formulate policy toward these groups constitutes

an essential part to our understanding of how foreign policy decisions are made in a

transnational era.

Violent non-state actors are understood in this article as those groups that seek to

obtain their political goals through violent means. These goals can be motivated by

ethnic, ideological, or religious aspirations.  This includes a wide range of groups with

varying objectives, from those seeking to overthrow the government of an existing state

to those hoping to gain greater regional autonomy.

Non-state actors, both violent and non-violent, have proliferated throughout the

globe and their impact can be seen on numerous levels.  In fact, it could be argued that

the two most significant historical markers of the past fifteen years—the fall of

communism and September 11th—were considerably influenced by the actions of non-

state actors.  However, the wider impact that these groups have on the international
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system has rarely been discussed.  This criticism of IR theory is not new and there is a

growing literature on the role that non-state actors play in affecting state behavior.  This

work, however, has been mostly concerned with issues pertaining to the field of

international political economy, focusing on multinational corporations, transnational

advocacy networks, international regimes, and knowledge networks (see Rosenau 1990;

Keck and Sikkink 1998).

The role of the state in most international relations theory is dominant.  It assumes

that only the state is powerful enough to have a salient effect on the overall structure of

the international system and, therefore, is the unit of analysis that draws the most

theoretically attention (Waltz 1979).  However, the preponderance of activity by violent

non-state actors causes enough disruption within the system to affect the interests of state

actors and thus alter the interactions that take place in the system.  Walt (1996), for

example, has demonstrated that recently successful revolutionary movements have had

such an effect.  This article asks whether such movements can have similar effects

without first having to overthrow an existing regime.  By examining not just the

interactions that take place between states, but also including those that take place

between states and violent non-state actors we can hopefully gain a greater understanding

of some of the micro-dynamics of the international system.  To do this, we must be

willing to step away from state-centric theories and include other actors into the analysis.

Traditionally international relations theory and foreign policy analysis has

focused solely on state versus state interactions and the policies made toward other states

(see Figure 1).
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Figure 1.  State-State Interactions

However, foreign policy interactions actually appear more similar to what is diagramed

in Figure 2, where C represents a non-state actor operating in state B.  Here states

obviously do continue to interact with each other; but, they also interact with these non-

state groups, while those groups interact with outside states, as well as with the

governments which are the recognized rulers of the territories within which they exist.

This multi-level of interactions creates a more complicated picture of the global system.

The role of these groups cannot be properly understood if our theories do not recognize

their capabilities and larger role within the system (see Rosenau 1990).

Figure 2. State/Sub-State Interactions

How to effectively deal with challenges from violent non-state actors remains a

central issue among foreign policy decision-makers (Peters 1994; Klare and Kornbluh

1988).  As the frequency of interstate conflict recedes and intrastate and extra-state
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conflict becomes more salient (see Sarkees, Wayman, and Singer 2003; Byman and Van

Evera 1998; Wallensteen and Sollenberg 1996), the goals, motivations, and tactics of

these groups; their external effects; and how states respond to these actors need to

become a more integral part of our understanding of international political relations.

The inclusion of violent non-state actors into this analysis, however, complicates

a number of basic assumptions of international relations theory, including concepts of

sovereignty and power.  The activities of these groups not only weaken the sovereignty of

the nation within which they reside (in that they challenge that state’s internal authority),

but also create a dilemma in terms of what a state’s appropriate response should be to a

violent non-state actor operating within the borders of another state.  Any decision on

how to respond to these groups includes a parallel decision regarding the sovereign rights

of another state.  In addition, the large power disparities that exist between states and

non-states indicate that traditional conceptions of power need to be adjusted in order to

understand the dynamics of these interactions.  Once the differences between states and

non-states have been determined, specifically in terms of sovereignty and power,

comparisons can then be made concerning how policies vary toward each group.

Challenges to Sovereignty

The role of violent non-state actors in the international system and how states

respond to them is directly linked to the concept of sovereignty.  Sovereignty is generally

regarded as the principle enabling concept of international relations whereby states are

able to assert authority within a distinct territorial boundary and claim membership within

the international community.  It therefore implies that a sovereign has autonomy in its
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foreign policy and has exclusive control over its internal affairs (Evans 1998: 504).  Alan

James defines sovereignty as the “constitutional independence” of other states, meaning

that a “state’s constitution is not part of a larger constitutional arrangement” (James 1986:

25).  Jackson (1987) describes sovereignty as a legal order and an activity constituted and

regulated by rules.  These consist of constitutive rules and instrumental rules.

Constitutive rules that define the “game,” such as the legal equality of states, mutual

recognition, the principal of non-intervention, making and honoring treaties, and

diplomacy.  Instrumental rules are the maxims derived from experience that contribute to

“winning” play, such as the conduct of foreign policy (Jackson 1987: 522).  Violent non-

state actors challenge the sovereignty of states in two ways: first, by challenging a state’s

ability to enforce rules; and, second, by working to overthrow an existing sovereign in

order to become a sovereign itself.

According to traditional notions of sovereignty, a sovereign state has certain

rights, capacities, and obligations, including: the right to its territorial integrity; the right

to use necessary and proportionate force in individual or collective security; the right to

govern its population; eligibility to become a member and full participant in international

bodies such as the United Nations; the capacity to own, purchase, and transfer property,

to enter into contracts, and to be subject to legal remedies; the capacity to join with other

states to make international and transnational law through international treaties,

agreements, and conduct; the duty to respect territorial integrity, political independence,

and rights of other sovereign nations, and the duty to abide by international norms of

conduct agreed to by treaty or considered universal and part of customary law (Heller and

Sofaer 2001: 26-27).  Sovereign states, therefore, are autonomous actors and can be seen
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as analogous to the individual in liberal political theory.  While some of the rights,

capacities, and obligations of a sovereign state may apply to entities other than states,

many of these capacities are exclusive to sovereign states, such as the right to

membership in the United Nations.  Furthermore, only states are fully connected to all

these rights, capacities, and obligations.

Rosenau (1990) argues that our analytical use of the term sovereignty needs to be

adjusted to fit the structures of today’s global system.  First, an actor’s effectiveness in

the global system is not determined by the sovereignty they possess nor the legal

privileges accorded them, but instead is a relational phenomenon connected to the

authority they can command and the compliance they can elicit from others.  Second, the

possession of sovereignty does not necessarily guarantee freedom of movement and it

can, in fact, constrain a state’s actions and effectiveness due to the responsibilities and

obligations that it imposes.  On the other hand, non-sovereign entities may be freer to

exercise their authority.  Thus, Rosenau distinguishes between “sovereignty-bound” and

“sovereignty-free” actors.  By understanding the limitations and opportunities that are

associated with sovereignty we can move past a theoretical perspective that concedes too

much explanation to state actors and better incorporates non-state entities (Rosenau 1990:

40-42).

Non-State Power

Challenges to traditional state sovereignty exist at numerous levels.  Liberal

interdependence theorists, for example, argue that economic interdependence, global-

scale technologies, and democratic politics are eroding the sovereignty of the state.
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Because of these emerging factors, states are less able to control their borders and

therefore non-state or sub-state actors are more able to control elements that have

traditionally been under the domain of the state (Keohane and Nye 1977).  These

challenges are what might be commonly referred to as “soft” power challenges (Nye

1990).  A second challenge to state sovereignty is the role of non-state actors who have

the ability to challenge a state’s coercive authority, or “hard” power challenges.  These

groups, some of which were deliberately left out when post-colonial boundaries were

drawn, often possess political structures, the means to use force, and control over a

significant amount of territory.  In fact, these groups can possess many of the

characteristics of a state, albeit a weak one.  Because post-colonial claims to sovereignty

rested more on normative arguments than empirical (Jackson 1990), the leaders of these

movements are often able to couch their claims for independence on the same logic that

the leaders of the state from which they wish to secede once used to gain their own

independence.

Non-state actors have used both soft power and hard power to pursue their

political goals.  The distinction between hard and soft power is a matter of degrees, with

hard power being generally understood as the ability to change what others do and soft

power being the ability to shape what others want.  Thus, soft power relies on persuasion,

cultural dominance, and ideology, while hard power relies more on the use and

threatened use of force (Nye 1990: 181, fn. 11).  Groups that have utilized soft power

without threatening violence do not generally provoke a military response.  Groups such

as Amnesty International, Greenpeace, and the International Campaign to Ban Land-

mines have all used various elements of soft power to pursue their political agendas.  In
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addition, the peaceful political uprisings in Eastern Europe that led to the break-up of the

Soviet bloc incorporated all the elements associated with soft power.  However, there are

also plenty of examples non-state actors using hard power against states.  Groups such as

al-Qaeda, the Rwanda Patriotic Front, and the Mujahidin have all challenged states with,

sometimes, brutal force.

The relationship between state and non-state actors is highlighted by the large

power differentials between the two sides.  A group or state’s ability to act is partially

determined by the constraints imposed by the system in which it operates. One key

restraint, especially for smaller powers, is an actors’ relative power to that of others

within the system.  Actors with less power, it is assumed, will have fewer options for

action against more powerful rivals.  These constraints, however, do not mean that the

smaller power is without options.  Violent non-state actors are characterized by their lack

of traditional power; therefore, they have different strategies for challenging the status

quo.  The options and strategies available to them are different from state powers.

Therefore, we should ask: given the limited strategic options available to violent non-

state actors, do states respond differently to these groups than they do to state challengers

and if so, how?  This can be at least partially answered by taking a closer look at the

concept of power and how it relates to these groups.

While how to conceptualize power has always been problematic, national power

has generally been defined as the “the total capabilities of a state to gain desired ends vis-

à-vis other states” (Sprout 1951: 40).1  From a traditional realist perspective, power

constitutes a central concept for understanding state behavior. Because an increase in

                                                
1 For an overview of the development of power analysis in international relations theory
see Baldwin (1979).
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power capabilities generally leads to increased options for influencing others, states seek

to gain power.  Asymmetric power relations, especially those in which the smaller state-

power is successful against a more powerful opponent, are puzzling to our traditional

understandings of power and state influence.  Assumptions about power and power

resources generally predict that the more powerful an actor, the more likely that actor will

emerge victorious in a conflict, often leading us to ignore the role that lesser powers play

in the international system.  If power determines capabilities, then more powerful actors

should always be capable of prevailing.

  The nature of international politics, however, is such that the status quo is

constantly being challenged by those seeking to change the distribution of power and

resources.  These challengers often emerge from less powerful actors (both state and non-

state) dissatisfied with their position vis-à-vis larger states—and while these attempts to

change the status quo may not always be successful, they are an important source for the

dynamics of international politics and demonstrate the importance of lesser powers

within that system (see Morrow 1991).

Because small power success in international conflict runs counter to the

assumptions of international relations theory, a number of scholars have tried to identify

why, in certain cases, small powers are able to defeat larger powers (see Arreguín-Toft

2001; Paul 1994; Fischerkeller 1998; Gambari 1975 and 1989; and Mack 1975).

Gambari (1975 and 1989), for example, argues that power is derived through these states’

ability to manipulate the international governing system to their advantage.  Mack (1975),

on the other hand, argues that because stronger powers are more secure, and therefore

less likely to have their survival at stake, they will be less interested in winning.  A small
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power, however, will have a high interest in winning because only victory guarantees its

survival (see also Snyder and Diesing 1977).  Others argue that the strategies adopted by

either side during a conflict are a strong predictor of whether a conflict’s outcome will

favor the larger or smaller power (Avant 1993; Arreguín-Toft 2001).

Understanding the relevance of the power violent non-state actors possess and

how policymakers conceptualize that power is an important first step for understanding

the policies directed toward them.  Up to this point, most discussion on asymmetric

power has been focused on small state powers—even less has been written about the

power capabilities of sub-state groups in the international context.  Recent research has

examined the power of ethnic groups and their capabilities for influencing their own

country’s foreign policy (see Moore 2002; Saideman 2002).  However, these efforts have

tended to address questions of linkage politics (Wilkenfeld 1973; Rosenau 1969) and

two-level games (Putnam 1988) rather than the power these groups have with respect to

the international system as a whole.

Mingst (1995) also looks at “linkage actors” (individuals, government

representatives, and non-state actors who work across national boundaries to influence

public policies) and begins to map out how non-state actors specifically are playing a

more influential role in the international system.  She identifies four strategies they utilize

to influence government policy: the power approach, the technocratic approach, coalition

building, and grassroots mobilization.  The power approach entails making diplomatic

contact at the highest level in an effort to influence the decision-making process.  For

example, a non-state actor may appeal to a state on moral or humanitarian grounds or it

may try to pressure a state by threatening violent reprisals if it does not comply.  The
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technocratic approach involves the linkage actor’s specialized knowledge to influence the

decision-making process or the legal system (see Haas 1977).  Coalition building brings

together many different linkage actors and their resources in order to create a stronger

and more effective mechanism for influencing state policy.  Al Qaeda’s success, it could

be argued, was in a large part due to its ability to create a coalition between a collection

of similar Islamist organizations throughout the world.  Finally, grassroots mobilization

entails building widespread public involvement in a cause.  While some argue that many

violent non-state groups resort to violence because they are unsuccessful at creating

grassroots support (see Lichbach 1995), grassroots mobilization is often a major part of

these groups’ activities.

In many ways, several of these non-state groups share similar characteristics with

states, allowing them to exist almost as quasi-states.  Many, for example, possess political

and diplomatic components, have significant quantities of arms and explosives, have an

organized military structure, and/or control territory.

Obviously there are some serious difficulties with equating the power of violent

non-state actors with the power of states, especially when considering the way state

power has traditionally been conceptualized and measured.  For example, Singer, Bremer

and Stuckey (1972), look at indicators that measure industrial capacity (measured by

figures for energy consumption), military capacity (measured by military spending and

the number of soldiers), and demographics (measured by the total population and the

number of inhabitants in cities of twenty thousand and more).  Applying such indicators

to violent non-state actors is clearly problematic.  These groups normally lack industrial

capabilities, their war-fighting tactics include methods different from those traditionally
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employed by regular state armed forces, and demographics are often irrelevant to the

political causes being pursued by many of these groups or to their effectiveness at

threatening the interests of a state.  These problems are not exclusive to Singer, Bremer

and Stuckey—most efforts to measure power rely on indicators that are not easily applied

when considering violent non-state actors (see also Sprout 1951; Organski and Kugler

1980; Brecher and Wilkenfeld 2000).

To understand these groups’ role, therefore, we need to use a different

conceptualization for what is meant by power needs to be used, especially one that

considers how smaller actors are able to maximize their own limited power capabilities to

their own advantage.2  This requires us to understand both the context of these

relationships as well as the choice options available to each side.  Many analytical

frameworks examine both the attributes of the actors as well as the “environmental”

constraints that help determine the available options (see Sprout and Sprout 1957; Singer

1969; Rosenau 1966; Starr 1978).  This is attune with Guzzini’s (1993) effort to separate

the concept of power, which he identifies as the context-based decision-making processes

                                                
2 Bachrach and Baratz (1963) explain how power, influence, force and authority differ
from each other in important ways.  According to Bachrach and Baratz, power is a
relationship in which two or more parties have a conflict of interests or values that leads
party A to threaten sanctions against party B if party B does not conform to A’s wishes.
Party B’s desire to comply is a function of B’s understanding of the threat and the
deprivation that would result being more damaging than not complying.  Force is the
actual application of the threatened sanctions.  However, if the application of force does
not result in the target group changing its behavior, then no power relationship is
established.  Bachrach and Baratz argue that influence is different from power and force
in that B acts in accord with A’s wishes not because A compels B to do so through
sanctions or through the threat of sanctions, but because B agrees with A’s objectives or
because A is able to offer rewards that are valued enough by B to warrant compliance.
Authority exists when one party, B, sees A’s command as reasonable and B’s set of
values permits A to command B to perform certain acts.
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of each actor, from the concept of governance, which he characterizes as the structural

characteristics of the system that restrict and shape each actors ability to bargain and to

act.  While structural factors in part shapes the manner in which the interactions between

states and non-state actors are able to take place, understanding the full extent of these

factors on these interactions is methodologically difficult.3

This article, therefore, understands power as those factors that enable an

individual or group to threaten sanctions against a state that sufficiently threatens its

value system.  Thus the factors that a challenger can utilize to assert power relations will

depend on what the threatened group values and the abilities of the challenger to

jeopardize the continued or future fulfillment of those values (Ferris 1973).

Responding to States, Responding to Non-States

How decision-makers choose to respond to threats from non-state actors depends

not just on that particular state’s capabilities, but on its assessment of the non-state

actor’s ability to respond as well.  Even in these asymmetric conflicts each side’s policies

are informed by their interpretation of their opponent’s motivations, goals, and

capabilities.  This article looks at two characteristics of violent non-state actors that might

impact how a state would choose to respond to a threat from such a group.

                                                
3 Structural power has been characterized in three ways: indirect institutional power, non-
intentional power, and impersonal empowering.  Indirect institutional power, or
metapower, is control over outcomes not via direct confrontation but by changing the
setting in which the confrontation occurs (see Krasner 1982).  Nonintentional power
refers to an action’s unintended (and sometimes unconscious) effects (see Strange 1985).
Impersonal power is described two ways; first, as a positional concept in which the
“impersonal bias of international relations” gives advantage to certain actors due to their
specific roles and positions in the international system (see Caporaso 1978); and, second,
as a concept that links knowledge and power and argues that power requires prior
“intersubjective recognition” (see Ashley 1987).
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First, the perceived power differential between states and non-state actors can be

(and generally are) huge.  If decision-makers view a non-state threat as weak and believe

they could resolve a dispute to their satisfaction through the use of force, without having

to make any significant concessions in the process, then it should be expected that states

would choose a violent military option over others.  This can be compared to Axelrod’s

(1984) contention that cooperation can emerge in an iterated two-player game of

prisoner’s dilemma in which opponents are forced to interact multiple times.  That is, the

fear of retribution in future rounds leads to cooperation in current rounds.  However, if

one opponent sees the other as easily defeatable, they may be tempted to take advantage

of this window of opportunity, and use military force with the hopes of permanently

eliminating the threat, and ending the game, immediately.  Second, many of these groups

lack a formalized political apparatus with which to formally negotiation.  Without a

legitimate political wing, states might find diplomatic solutions to a crisis problematic,

thus leading to the only other available solution—a military response.

This article looks specifically at cases in which a violent non-state actor causes a

foreign policy crisis for a state actor.  A foreign policy crisis is defined by Brecher and

Wilkenfeld (2000: 3) as an event in which a state perceives "a threat to one or more basic

values, along with an awareness of finite time for response to the value threat, and a

heightened probability of involvement in military hostilities.”4.  By looking at cases in

                                                
4 This definition differs slightly from Hermann (1969: 14) who defines crisis as "a
situation that (1) threatens the high-priority goals of the decision-making unit, (2)
restricts the amount of time available for response before the decision is transformed, and
(3) surprises the members of the decision making unit."  Brecher and Wilkenfeld omit
surprise as a necessary condition; change the amount of time for response from "short" to
"finite;" allow for internal, as well as external, triggers for the crisis; identify "basic
values" in place of "high-priority goals" as the object of perceived threat; and, includes
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which a state’s foreign policy decision-makers are faced with a threat to their core values

and a heightened sense of military engagement, rather than just at cases with casualties,

we are able to get a more nuanced picture of the policy process as it relates to these

groups.

States use two forms of crisis management techniques to respond to a foreign

policy crisis: the major response and the primary crisis management technique. The

major response is the specific action that decision-makers use to respond to a crisis

trigger.  Responses a state can take include: not responding; a verbal, political, or

economic act; an other non-violent act; a non-violent military act; or a violent military

act.  The principal technique is the primary crisis management technique, as distinct from

a specific act, used by an actor to respond to a foreign policy crisis.  Primary crisis

management techniques include: negotiation, adjudication or arbitration, mediation, non-

military pressure, non-violent military pressure, and violence.  The major response

reflects the single most defining act that a state takes against a threat and the primary

management technique is a reflection of the long-term approach (Wilkenfeld and Brecher

2000).

Based on these two assumptions, and the types of management techniques states

can employ, this article makes the following hypotheses:

• Hypothesis 1a: The major response of states responding to crises triggered by

violent non-state actors will be more likely to use non-violent or violent military

action than to crises triggered by states.

                                                                                                                                                
"higher-than-normal probability of involvement in military hostilities" as a necessary
condition.
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• Hypothesis 1b: The major response of states responding to crises triggered by

violent non-state actors will be more likely to use violence than to crises triggered

by states.

• Hypothesis 2a: The primary crisis management technique of states responding to

crises triggered by violent non-state actors will be more likely to use non-violent

or violent military techniques than crises triggered by a state.

• Hypothesis 2b: The primary crisis management technique of states responding to

crises triggered by violent non-state actors will be more likely to use a violent

crisis management technique than to crises triggered by a state.

Data

Data for this article come from the International Crisis Behavior (ICB) dataset

(Brecher and Wilkenfeld 2000).  The dataset in its original form consists of data from 956

foreign policy (actor) crises from 1918-2002.  This article is interested in foreign policy

crises triggered by violent non-state actors operating outside a state’s borders since the

end of World War II; therefore, it identifies 49 ICB crises triggered by violent non-state

actors involving 65 state actors (see Appendix B).5  The first crisis triggered by a violent

non-state actor, the Greek Civil War, takes place in 1944-1945 and the last crisis, the

India Parliament Attack, takes place in 2001-2002.  Thirty-eight of the crises affected

only one state actor and eleven affected multiple states, such as the Vietminh invasion of

Laos (France and Laos), the war in Angola (Zambia, Zaire, South Africa, Cuba, Soviet

                                                
5 Excluded from this data are crises that had an internal trigger and crises triggered by
non-state actors that do not fit the criteria of being a violent non-state actor, such as the
United Nations or a regional organization.  Also excluded are crises triggered from
refugee issues, disorganized mob violence, or mass uprisings.
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Union, United States), and the 1998 U.S. Embassy bombings in Kenya (United States and

Afghanistan).  The states experiencing crises by violent non-state actors range

significantly in their power and size.  While many of the states were great powers,

superpowers, and former colonial powers; others include smaller states such as Mali,

Rwanda, Nicaragua, and Laos.  By far the most common country to have crises triggered

by violent non-state actors was the United States with twelve.  Other states with multiple

crises include Belgium (4), Egypt (4), France (5), Israel (5), Morocco (2), Saudi Arabia

(2), South Africa (2), Soviet Union (2), Syria (2), Thailand (2), and the United Kingdom

(5) (see Table 1).

In addition, this article compares these 65 cases to all post-World War II foreign

policy crises triggered by states (534 additional cases) and all post-World War II foreign

policy crises triggered by states using violent tactics (238 additional cases).

Because the dependent variables are dichotomous (Military Used; Violence Used)

the use of ordinary least squares method is inappropriate for this study.  Instead, this

article uses logistic regression to estimate relationships between independent and discrete

dependent variables (Liao 1994).  In addition, to logistic regression, this article also uses

chi square tests to compare the differences between nominal variable (Reynolds 1977).
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Table 1.  Countries Experiencing Foreign Policy Crises Triggered by
a Violent Non-State Actor and Number of Crises, 1945 – 2001.
Country No. of Crises Country No. of Crises
Afghanistan 1 Rwanda 1
Australia 1 Saudi Arabia 2
Belgium 4 South Africa 2
Cuba 1 South Vietnam 1
Egypt 4 Soviet Union 2
Ethiopia 1 Syria 2
France 5 Spain 1
Guinea 1 Thailand 2
India 1 Turkey 1
Israel 5 United Kingdom 5
Jordan 1 United States 12
Laos 1 Vietnam 1
Mauritania 1 Zaire 1
Morocco 2 Zambia 1
Nicaragua 1 Nicaragua 1

Results

As expected, there is a high likelihood that foreign crises triggered by violent non-

state actors will be met with military force. When a non-state actor challenges the state

with either the use of force or the threat of force, military responses, as Table 2 and 3

indicate, become common.  States’ major response to foreign policy crises triggered by

violent non-state actors, including crises triggered by non-violent events, use some form

of violent military means 67.7 percent of the time.
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Table 2.  Frequencies of Crises Triggered by Violent Non-State Actors and States’
Major Response

                   Crisis Management Technique: Major Response to Crisis Trigger
Crisis
Trigger

Verbal
Act

Political
Act

Non-Violent
Military Act

Multiple,
Including
Non-
Violent
Military

Violent
Military

Multiple,
Including
Violent
Military

Political Act 0 0 0 0 4 1
External
Change

0 0 2 0 1 0

Other Non-
Violent

0 0 0 0 1 0

Internal
Challenge

0 1 0 0 0 0

Non-Violent
Military Act

0 1 0 2 0 0

Indirect
Violent

0 3 9 0 9 4

Violent 1 1 0 3 16 6
Total 1

(1.5%)
6

(9.2%)
11

(16.9%)
3

(4.6%)
33

(50.8%)
11

(16.9%)

In addition, Table 3 shows that the principal technique used by states for crises

triggered by violent non-state actors includes a violent response 74.9 percent of the time.

The raw data shows a high propensity for the use of violent crisis management technique

by states when threatened by a violent non-state actor.  However, it is not that surprising

that states would respond as such, most analysis has shown that violent trigger leads to

violent crisis management techniques.  However, it is possible that when compared

against crises triggered by states the rate of violent responses will result in a statistically

significant difference.
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Table 3.  Frequencies of Crises Triggered by Violent Non-State Actors and States’
Principal Technique

Neg-
otiation

Multiple,
Not
Including
Violence

Non-Violent
Military

Mulitple,
Including
Violence

Violence

Political Act 0 0 0 3 2
External Change 0 0 1 1 1
Other Non-Violent 0 0 0 0 1
Internal Challenge 1 0 0 0 0
Non-Violent Military Act 1 0 0 1 1
Indirect Violent 2 2 5 9 7
Violent 2 1 0 13 11
Total 6

(9.2%)
3

(4.6%)
6

(9.2%)
27

(41.5%)
23

(35.4%)

To compare the difference between states’ major responses to crises triggered by

violent non-state actors and crises triggered by other states, a multinomial logistical

regression is used in which the dependent variables are: military response and violent

response.  Each of the independent variables incorporates an explanation that has

previously been used to explain why states go to war: Violent Non-State Actor Trigger,

Violent Trigger, Territorial Threat, and Threat to Influence (see Appendix A for a full

explanation of dependent and independent variables). The sixty-five cases of crises

triggered by violent non-state actors are compared to post-World War II ICB crises

triggered by either a state or an external violent non-state actor (572 cases).  As can be

seen in Table 4, having a non-state actor as the triggering entity is a significant predictor

for a state using a military and/or violent response to resolve a crisis (p < .10), although

the other independent variables cannot be discounted, as they are all significant as well,

although not necessarily as strongly as the variable non-state actor.
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Table 4. Major Response by Crisis Actor
Military Response Violent Response

Indep.
Var.

B
(Std. Error)

Exp(B) B
(Std. Error)

Exp(B)

Non-State
Actor

1.471 ***
(.417)

4.354 1.321 ***
(.300)

3.746

Violent
Trigger

.394 **
(.199)

1.483 1.408 ***
(.203)

4.089

Territorial
Threat

.377 *
(.219)

1.457 .633 ***
(.229)

1.884

Threat to
Influence

.743 ***
(.231)

2.102 .766 ***
(.291)

2.151

Intercept -.572
(.175)

-1.554 ***
(.187)

Chi Square 33.795*** 84.383 ***
Pseudo R2 .079 .186
No. of
Cases

572 572

Significant at *.10 level; **.05 level; ***.01 level

To compare the primary technique—the crisis management technique that

embodies the crisis actors overall strategy during the crisis rather than a specific

act—used by states faced with a crisis triggered by a state versus a crisis triggered by a

non-state actor a multinominal logistical regression is also used in which the dependent

variables are: Military Technique and Violent Technique.  The independent variables are

also Non-State Actor, Violent Trigger, Territorial Threat, and Threat to Influence.  Non-

State Actor (p < .10) and Violent Trigger (p < .10) remain significant, while both

Territorial Threat and Threat to Influence lose their significance (Table 5).

This analysis gives strong support for all four hypotheses.  The presence of a

violent non-state actor as a trigger to a crisis leads to more violent responses from states

than crises triggered by states.  So far this analysis has only compared crises triggered by

violent non-state actors to all types of crises triggered by states.  However, as Table 2 and

3 indicate, 52 of the 65, or 80 percent, cases triggered by these groups also involve a
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violent trigger.  Therefore, for a stronger test of these hypotheses we should compare

cases involving violent non-state actors against a more similar subset of cases.  To do

this, the 238 crises that were caused by either indirect or direct violent triggers, were

selected from the 507 post-World War II crises triggered by states.  This allows for better

comparability between the two sets of cases as the majority of the cases triggered by a

violent non-state actor were also triggered by a violent act.  However, because not every

case triggered by a violent non-state actor was triggered by a violent act, it should be

noted that the sample of state-triggered cases will likely be slightly more biased toward

military and violent solutions.  If significant differences remain, then all four hypotheses

can be confirmed.

Table 5. Primary Management Technique by Crisis Actor
Military Technique Violent Technique

Indep.
Var.

B
(Std. Error)

Exp(B) B
(Std. Error)

Exp(B)

Non-State
Actor

1.151 ***
(.382)

3.161 1.289 ***
(.328)

3.627

Violent
Trigger

1.217 ***
(.215)

3.377 1.583 ***
(.204)

4.867

Territorial
Threat

-.215
(.226)

.807 .066
(.226)

1.068

Threat to
Influence

.290
(.228)

1.337 .191
(.225)

1.210

Intercept .133
(.159)

-.701 ***
(.163)

Chi Square 50.926 *** 89.626 ***
Pseudo R2 .118 .193
No. of
Cases

572 572

Significant at *.10 level; **.05 level; ***.01 level

As Table 6 indicates comparisons between states’ major responses toward violent

non-state actors versus major responses toward other states shows a significant difference
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(p = .002).  For crises triggered by states with either violence or indirect violence only

53.0 percent result in a violent response.  There is also a stronger propensity to respond to

such crises via political channels rather than military channels. From this data we see that

violent non-state actors are more likely to solicit a more violent response than states that

act in a similar manner.

Table 6. Major Response to Crisis Trigger and Triggering Entity
State Violent Non-State Actor

Verbal, Political or
Economic Act

75
(31.5%)

7
(10.8%)

Non-Violent Military
Act

37
(15.5%)

14
(21.5%)

Violent Military Act 126
(52.9%)

44
(67.7%)

Total 238 65
Pearson Chi-Square = 11.187, p = .002

When we look at the principal crisis management technique used by states to

respond to crisis, the trend is also toward more violent responses for violent non-state

triggers.  However, this finding is not as strong as the major response data, nor is there as

statistically strong a difference between the cases (p = .132).

Therefore we can safely conclude that hypothesis 1a and 1b are confirmed.  When

a state faces a crisis triggered by a violent non-state actor that state is more likely to use

military or violent means than when faced by a crisis triggered by a state.  Hypothesis 2a

and 2b are also confirmed when violent non-state actors are compared to all crisis cases.

However, the difference is not as strongly confirmed when just comparing them to crises

triggered by violent states—although, the data does trend in the hypothesized direction.
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Table 7. Principal Crisis Management Technique and Triggering Entity
State Violent Non-State Actor

Negotiation, Mediation
and other Non-Violent
Techniques

55
(23.1%)

9
(13.8%)

Non-Violent Military 18
(7.6%)

6
(9.2%)

Violence 165
(69.3%)

50
(76.9%)

Total 238 65
Pearson Chi-Square = 2.668, p = .132

Why do states choose to pursue violent means against violent non-state actors

over other forms of crisis management?  Part of the answer may be found by looking at

the content and form a solution takes and the satisfaction the crisis actor has with the

outcome of the crisis. Table 8 shows that for crises triggered by violent non-state actors

the crisis actor is more likely to see the conflict end in victory than with a crisis triggered

by a state.  For crises triggered by states we see many more instances of them ending in

either a compromise or a stalemate.  (Interestingly, there is no difference between the

percentages of crises that end in defeat for the crisis actor.)  This provides one possible

reason for why we see states choose military and violent crisis management techniques

when faced with a crisis triggered by a violent non-state actor.  States will choose policies

they believe provide them with the best outcome while also having a high likelihood for

success.  Violent non-state actors do not possess the military strength generally possessed

by a state and may therefore be seen as an easy military target.  Because violent non-state

actors are seen as beatable, decision-makers will choose the option that would most likely

lead to an unconditional victory (military force) rather than a partial victory (negotiation)

in which they would be expected to make concessions.
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Table 8. Content of Crisis Outcome and Triggering Entity
State Violent Non-State Actor

Victory 68
(28.9%)

36
(55.4%)

Compromise 58
(24.7%)

8
(12.3%)

Stalemate 76
(32.3%)

11
(16.9%)

Defeat 33
(14.0%)

10
(15.4%)

Total 235 65
Pearson Chi-Square = 18.055, p = .000

Despite this perception, the data do not indicate that the decision to use military

force necessarily guarantees a victory for the state.  Table 9 looks at the outcome of a

crisis (victory or compromise, stalemate or defeat) as it relates to the major response

(military force or no force) used by states in crises triggered by violent non-state actors.

While the percentage of crises ending in victory is greater for crises in which military

force was the major response (59.1 percent versus 45.5 percent), it is not a statistically

significant difference (p = .192).

Table 9. Major Response to Crisis and Content of Crisis Outcome
Compromise,

Stalemate or Defeat
Victory

No Violent Military
Force Used

11
(52.4%)

10
(47.6%)

Violent Military Force 18
(40.9%)

26
(59.1%)

Total 29 36
Cramer’s V = .108, p = .192
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In addition, as Table 10 indicates, while the crisis actor is more often unilaterally

satisfied at the end of the crisis, there is no difference between the satisfaction of a crisis

actor responding to a state and a crisis actor responding to a violent non-state actor.  For

crises triggered by states the crisis actor is satisfied with the outcome 65.6 percent of the

time and for crises triggered by violent non-state actors the crisis actor is satisfied 66.6

percent of the time.  The only difference between the two triggers is that all crisis actors

are dissatisfied slightly more frequently when a violent non-state actor initiates the

trigger, but that difference is slight.

Table 10. Extent of Satisfaction about Outcome and Triggering Entity
State Violent Non-State

Actor
All Satisfied 78

(32.8%)
14

(21.9%)
Crisis Actor Satisfied,
Adversary Dissatisfied

78
(32.8%)

28
(43.8%)

Adversary Satisfied,
Crisis Actor Dissatisfied

56
(23.5%)

13
(20.3%)

All Dissatisfied 26
(10.9%)

9
(14.1%)

Total 238 65
Pearson Chi-Square = 4.355, p = .113

Conclusion

The role of violent non-state actors in global affairs has gained greater attention

since the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.  However, traditional security studies has

appeared to be ill-prepared to explain how our traditional understanding of the

international systems is effected by these events.  In an increasingly globalized and

transnational world violent non-state actors are able have become a more visible concern
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to the foreign policies of states.  By examining cases of international crises triggered by

violent non-state actors, this article gives a clearer picture of how states have typically

chosen to deal with these types of threats.  This analysis has found that responses by

states to these groups have usually included the use of military force and violent means.

As discussed above there exist a number of explanations for this finding.  First,

the dynamics of the interactions that exist between states and these groups does not

provide an environment for bargaining and negotiation.  Violent non-state actors lack the

internal political structures that would allow them to bargain in the same way that

sovereign states are able to.  In addition, the leverage of violent non-state actors is limited

to a small set of threats and bargaining points, and pale in comparison to the advantages

generally available to states.   With power often limited to unconventional tactics, violent

non-state actors may be able to threaten the values of the state.  However, the state is

likely to respond to such a threat violently and the state is likely to ultimately be

victorious.

With violent non-state actors being listed as one of the top current and future

security concerns of states, this research gives insight into the responses from states we

can expect to see to future non-state threats.  States are likely to continue to use military

means to respond to these threats unless the international community is able to devise

ways in which conflicts between states and non-state actors can be resolved through

negotiation or mediation.  While such institutions have been developed for dealing with

state conflicts, we have yet to see many international efforts to create such institutions for

these types of conflict.
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Appendix A: Dependent and Independent Variables

Dependent Variables

Crisis Management Technique I: Major Response to Crisis: The major response is the

specific action that decision-makers use to respond to a crisis trigger.  Responses a state

can take include: no response, verbal act, political act, economic act, other non-violent

act, non-violent military act, multiple including non-violent military act, violent military

act, or multiple including violent military act.  For analysis purposes, this variable has

been transformed into two dummy variables:  Military Action Major Response and

Violent Action Major Response.  Military Action Major Response includes all cases in

which the military was used as part of the major response and Violent Major Response

included all cases in which violence was used as part of the major response.

Major Response II: Principal Technique: The principal technique is the

primary crisis management technique, as distinct from a specific act, used by an actor to

respond to a foreign policy crisis.  Responses include: negotiation, adjudication or

arbitration, mediation, multiple not including violence, non-military pressure, non-violent

military, multiple including violence, and violence.  This variable has also been

transformed into two dummy variables: Military Technique and Violent Technique.

Military Technique includes all cases in which the military was used both violently and

non-violently as the principal technique and Violent Technique includes all cases in

which violence was used as the principal technique.
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Violent Trigger: The trigger or precipitating cause of a foreign policy crisis

refers to the specific act, event or situational change which leads decision-makers to

perceive a threat to basic values, time pressure for response and heightened probability of

involvement in military hostilities.  A violent trigger can include either indirect or direct

violence.  Indirect violence includes revolt in another country, or a violent act directed at

an ally, friendly state, or client state.  Direct violence includes border clashes, border

crossings by limited force, invasions of air space, sinking of ships, sea-air incidents,

bombing of large targets, large-scale military attacks, or war.

Territorial Threat: Territorial threats include threats of integration, annexation

of part of a state's territory, or separatism.

Threats to Influence: Threats to influence include threats of declining power in

the global system and/or regional subsystem, diplomatic isolation, or cessation of patron

aid.
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Appendix B: List of Cases

Crisis Dates Violent Non-State Actor State Actors
Greek Civil War I 1944-1945 Greek Communists United Kingdom
Azerbaijan 1945-1946 Tudeh Party United Kingdom
China Civil War 1948-1949 Chinese Communists United States
Invasion of Laos I 1953 Vietminh France

Laos
Dien Bien Phu 1954 Vietminh France
Costa Rica/Nicaragua
II

Nicaragua

Ifni 1957-1958 Army for the Liberation of
Sahara

Spain

Congo I-Katanga 1960-1962 Mutinied Soldiers Belgium
Pathet Lao Offensive 1961 Pathet Lao Troops United States

Thailand
Vietcong Attack 1961 Vietcong United States
Mali/Mauritania 1962-1962 Guerrillas Mauritania
Nam Tha 1962 Pathet Lao Thailand

United States
Yemen War I 1962-1963 Republicans Jordan

Saudi Arabia
East Africa Rebellions 1964 Mutiny by First Battalion

Tanganyika Rifles
United Kingdom

Yemen War II 1964 Royalists Egypt
Congo II 1964 Revolutionary Council of

Stanleyville
Belgium
United States

Yemen War III 1964-1965 Royalists Egypt
Pleiku 1965 Vietcong South Vietnam

United States
Dominican
Intervention

1965 Juan Bosch Supporters United States

Yemen War IV 1966-1967 Royalists Saudi Arabia
Egypt

El Samu 1966 Palestinian feda’iyyun Israel
Tet Offensive 1968 Vietcong United States
Karameh 1968 Palestinian feda’iyyun Israel
Conakry Raid 1970 Guerrilla mercenaries Guinea
Cyrpus III 1974-1975 Military coup by EOAKA-B Turkey
War in Angola 1975-1976 MPLA

MPLA
UNITA & MPLA
FNLA
FNLA
MPLA

Zambia
Zaire
South Africa
Cuba
Soviet Union
United States

Lebanese Civil War I 1976 Lebanese Christian Forces Syria
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Entebbe Raid 1976 Popular Front for the
Liberation of Palestine

Israel

Ogaden II 1977-1978 Western Somalia Liberation
Front

Ethiopia

French Hostages in
Mauritania

1977 Polisario Front France

Cassinga Incident 1978 SWAPO Guerrillas South Africa
Shaba II 1978 Katangan Rebels Belgium

United States
France

Afghanistan Invasion 1979-1980 Mujahuddin (Muslim
Fundamentalists)

Soviet Union

Egypt Air Hijacking 1985 Anti-Mubarek “Egypt
Revolution”

Egypt

Gulf Of Syrte II 1986 Terrorist attack at West Berlin
discotheque

United States

Syrian Intervention in
Lebanon

1987 Amal Militiamen Syria

Sand Wall 1987 Polisario Front Morocco
Cambodia Peace
Conference

1989-1990 Khmer Rouge Vietnam

Galtat  Zemour II 1989 Polisario Front Morocco
Rwanda/Uganda 1990-1991 Rwanda Patriotic Front Rwanda
Foreign Intervention in
Zaire

1991 Rioting by regular Zairian
troops

Belgium
France

Operation
Accountability

1993 Hizbullah Israel

Operation Grapes of
Wrath

1996 Hizbullah Israel

US Embassy
Bombings

1998 Al-Qaeda Afghanistan
United States

East Timor II 1999 Pro-Indonesian Militias Australia
Afghanistan/US 2001 Al-Qaeda United Kingdom

United States
India Parliament
Attack

2001-2002 Jaish-e-Mohammed and
Lashkar-i-Taibu

India
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